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THE NUMBER OF MULTIPLICATIONS ON

//-SPACES OF TYPE (3, 7)

M. ARKOWITZ,1 C. P. MURLEY AND A. O. SHAR

ABSTRACT.   The technique of homotopy localization is used to give

an enumeration of the multiplications on //-spaces of type (3, 7).

1.   Introduction.   Let S^ —»Sp(2)—>S'   be the standard fibration with

characteristic element a> £rrAB   A  and let 72: S  —> S    be the map of degree

72.  Denote by  S}—> X   —>5     the fibration induced by  nco = co o n  in 777(B   ,).

We then have the induced fibre square

Xn   S    Sp(2)

where n : X   —> Sp(2)  is a map covering 22.

Since 777(B   3) = 77, (S ) = Z/12Z  and a isa generator of this group, we

obtain seven distinct homotopy types for  X   : X„ = S° x S  , Xj = Sp(2), X2,

X     X     X    (the Hilton-Roitberg //-space) and X,.  It is known that all of

these except X2   and  X,   are //-spaces  [6], [9]  and that X2   and  X.   are not

//-spaces [l2, I].  Furthermore, it is also known (see [7] and [12, II]) that

these five //-spaces are all the simply-connected //-spaces of type (3, 7).

In this note we formulate a general method of calculating the number

(of homotopy classes) of multiplications on an //-space by means of local-

ization.  We apply it to the above situation and prove

Theorem Ll.   Let # (X  )  denote the number of multiplications of X .
n ' r '       n

Then

(a) #(X0)= 238 ■ 315 • 55 • 7,

(b) #(Xj) = 220 ■ 3 ■ 55 • 7,

(c) #(X3) = 220 ■ 315 • 55 • 7,
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(d) #(X4)= 238 • 3 • 55 • 7,

(e) #(X5)= 220 • 3 ■ 55 • 7.

Of course (a) gives the number of multiplications on  S    x 5     which is

an easy consequence of a result of Copeland L3l.  Also (b) gives the number

of multiplications on  Sp(2)  as calculated by Mimura 18).  We shall use the

results of Copeland and Mimura to obtain (c), (d) and (e).

In §2 we present the general constructions which we will use and in the

final section we do the actual computations.

2.  Localization.   Although it is possible to do localization on more gen-

eral spaces, for convenience we work in the category of 1-connected CW-

spaces.  We give a brief summary of localization in homotopy theory follow-

ing Sullivan [10, §2].

Let  / be a subset of the prime integers (we do not exclude the case

/ = 0, the empty set).   By  Z    is meant the set of rational numbers with de-

nominators prime to the primes in   /.  We say that   Y is an l-local space if

the homotopy groups  n^(Y) are all Z,-modules.

A map  u: X —> X., where  X,  is an /-local space, is called a localization

(with respect to  /) if for any /: X —> Y  with   Y  an /-local space, there is a

map / : X, —► Y, unique up to homotopy, such that /    o u = /.  Thus  u*:

[X,, Y] —" [X,  V]  is a bijection.   By [lO, p. 2.2], u: X —> X.  isa localization

if and only if  u  localizes homotopy,  i.e., there is an isomorphism  ^(X,) Ä

77+(X) ® Z    such that the following diagram commutes:

77* (X)-*—+ 77* (X,)

it

77*(X)   ® Z,

where 0(x) - x ® 1. Using homology groups instead of homotopy groups, we

similarly define "zz localizes homology" and observe that this is equivalent

to  zz  being a localization (since our spaces are 1-connected).

It is also known [10, p. 2.9] that for a space  X  and any set of primes

/, a localization  zz: X —> X.  always exists.

We shall need a result about localization and homotopy sets which we

state as Proposition 2.1.

Note that if ttz C / then there is a unique map  X. —► X     which is com-

patible with localizations.   These maps appear in the following proposition.
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Proposition 2.1.   // / and k are sets of primes and A   is a finite CW-

complex then the following is a pull-back diagram in the category of sets:

^>X/uJ->lA'Xl]

[A,Xk]->lA,X¡nk]

For a proof see [5] or [l, p. 147].

Theorem 2.2.   Let X be an H-space which is a finite CW-complex such

that  [X  A X, X0] = 0.2  Let  I be a set of primes and let I   be the comple-

mentary set of primes.   Assume that there are spaces   R  and S such that

X. ~ R. and X- ~ S- .  Then R. and S- are H-spaces and # (X) = tt(R,) •

tt(S-).
I

Proof.   Since X.  and X-  are //-spaces it follows immediately that  R.

and S— ate //-spaces.

By [2], #(Y) = #([Y A   Y,  Y])  for any //-space   Y, where we ambiguously

use the symbol  #  to denote both the cardinality of a set and the number of

multiplications on an //-space.   By 2.1 and the hypothesis that  [X A  X, X0 ] =

0, we have that

#(X)=#([X A X,X])=#([X A X,XZ]) • #([X A X,Xj-]).

But  u A  u: X A X —> X. A  X.  clearly localizes homology and thus is a

localization.  Therefore, by the definition of localization,

#([X A X, X,]) = #([XZ A Xz, Xz]) = #([RZ AR,, R¡]) = #(P-Z).

Similarly  # ([X  A  X, X-]) = #(S-)   and so

#(X)= #(RZ) ■ ttiSj).

Corollary 2.3.   (a)  # ÍX}) = #(Sp(2)-) • #((S3 x S7)^,

(b) #(X4) = #(Sp(2)-) • #((S3 x 57)2),

(c) #(X5) = #(Sp(2)).

Proof.   We just prove (a) since the proofs of (b) and (c) are similar.

Clearly (Xjt = K(Q, 3) x K(Q, 7)  and so [X?  A X3,(X3)0] = //3(X3 A X^Q)

© //7(X,   A  X  • 2) = 0 for dimensional reasons.   From  §1 we have induced

fibre squares

2 This condition is equivalent to there being a finite number of multiplications

on X.
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S3 xS7  -1  X3 X   Sp(2)

!     1     1
S7        1,   c7    J,     57

with identity maps on the fibres S3.  Since  3* ® 1: nJS ) ® Z-  —*

77*(S ) ® Z-   is an isomorphism, it follows from the five lemma and the

exact homotopy sequence of a fibration that

?* ® 1: n*iXj ® Z^ — ?T+(Sp(2)) ® Zj.

is an isomorphism.  Hence  (X,)- — (Sp(2))- .  Similarly  (X,)- =z(S3 x S1)-

and, in particular,  (X,), a< (S    x S  )      The result now follows by Theorem 2.3.

3.  Computations.   By §2 all we must do is evaluate the numbers

#(Sp(2)-), #(Sp(2)-), #((S3 x 57)3)  and #((53x57)2).

Mimura [8] has calculated  # (Sp (2)) by showing the order of the finite

nilpotent group  [Sp (2) A   Sp(2), Sp (2)]  to be  2      • 3 • 55 • 7.   By applying

(algebraic) localization to nilpotent groups [4l, it is easily seen that the

order of the /-localization of a nilpotent group of order 22  is just the product

of those prime power factors of 22  with the primes in   /.  Thus, since

[Sp(2)z A Sp(2)z, Sp(2)zl = [Sp(2) A Sp (2), Sp(2);] is just the /-localization

of the finite nilpotent group [Sp (2) A Sp (2), Sp (2)], it follows that

#(Sp(2)3-)= 220 • 55 • 7    and    #(Sp (2)?) = 3 • 55 • 7.

To obtain # iiSi x S ).) we employ a mild generalization of the work of

Copeland \3i together with the fact that n^iX^ ä n^X) ® Z{. This produces

the following results for  i = 2, 3:

f((S3xS7).)=    II    (a. .-b2  ,-c. ..d2.-e2  .-/.  .)
' .    ,   , z,7 z ,7 ',) 1,7 ' ,7       ' Z.7

where

7=3,7

a.d = #([S3 A S7 A S3 A S7, (S')i])=#(n20(Si) ® Z.),

btJ = #([s3 a s7 A s7,isA.])=#in17isA ® z.),

c{j = #([S7 A S7, iS')i])=ttin14iS>) ® ZA,

d.j = #([S3 AS'AS7, (S'),.])=#Gr13(S') ® Z.),

e.y = #([53 A S7, (S')f])= #(t710(S') ® Z.),

/f). = #([S3 A S3, CS,')f])=#(»r6(Si') ® Z;).
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By using Toda's results [ll] on the homotopy groups of 53   and  S  , we

easily obtain  #((S3 x S7).,) = 238  and  #iiS3 x S7)A = 315.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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